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If a1 , % 3 LY~ are algebraic numbers satisfying (i) the height of q , OLD, CU, do 
not exceed H (ii) the degree of the field generated by 0~~ , 0~~ ,OL~ over the field of 
rational numbers do not exceed D, then a positive lower bound for 
is determined explicitly (except for an absolute constant) in terms of D and H. 
1. INTR~DuC~~N 
It was known for quite some time (see for instance [5], page 138, 
question No. 1) that one at least of the numbers 2”, 2cs, 2n8 is trans- 
cendental. However no proof of this fact was published and 
K. Ramachandra [4] gave a proof of this and extended this to the values 
of Weirstrass g-functions. It must also be mentioned that, independent of 
this, S. Lang also gave a proof of this theorem [l] and extended this in 
some other direction. 
Our main object is to prove the following: 
THEOREM. Let G,(H) denote the set of all tripIes (q ,OL~ , aa) of 
algebraic numbers satisfying (i) the height of 01~ , LYE , c+, not exceed H(> 1). 
(ii) the degree of the$eld generated by OL 1 , 0~~ , 01~ over the field of rationals 
do not exceed D. Then the minimum of the expression 
runs over GJH) exceeds 
(3D)- 18 o D’~Uo~N30DH))6/(log lo&30DH))6 , 
where cl3 is an absolute constant. 
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2. NOTATION 
Since it is convenient to use the notion of size in the proof, we give 
the definition of size of an algebraic number. The size of an algebraic 
number 01 is Fl + d(a) where m denotes the maximum of the absolute 
values of the conjugates of ,Z and d(a) is the least natural number for 
which old(a) is an algebraic integer. Then height H(a) and the size S(a) of 
an algebraic number cx of degree not exceeding h are related by the 
inequalities: 
S(4 < (h + 1) H(4, H(a) < 2h(S(#h 
([4], page 76); it is immaterial whether we state the theorem in terms of 
size or height. Note that 
S(4$ Q S(4 WI. 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
The proof of the theorem depends on the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that the coefJicients of the p-linear forms 
yk = akplxl *-a + a,&(k = lt 2,..., p; p -C q) 
are integers in an algebraic number field of degree h and let m < A for 
all (k, 1). Then there exist rational integers x1 , x2 ,..., xa , not all zero, 
satisfying 
Yk = O, k = 1, 2,..., p 
and such that 
1 xk ) < 1 + (2qA)ph(h+l)/[29--ph(h+l)l, 
provided 2q > ph(h + 1) and A > 1 (see Ramachandra [3]). 
LEMMA 2. Let m, s and t be positive integers and set r = st. Let CX,,  
a1 ,..., a,_1 and PO , A ,..., /3s-.1 be m and s distinct complex numbers, 
respectively, and let 
s (I ff” I , 11, b = s (I so I > I>, 
o<v<m o<o<s 
a, = min (I 01, - 01~1 , l), b, = & (I A - & I , 1). 
o<v<m o<o<s 
o<u<m O$P<S 
LAY P#O 
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Put for arbitrary complex numbers A, 
m-1 
E(z) = c A,eavz 
lJ=O 
A = max 1 A, 1 , 
ogv<m 
E = max 1 E(“)(/$,)j . 
o<p<t 
o<u<s 
Assume that 
Then 
r > 2m + 13ab. 
A <s~e7ab(-&-)~-1(-f$)‘E. 
This is due to Tijdeman [6]. 
Let the size of (11~ , 01~ , 01~ not exceed S. Assume that S is large enough. 
(i.e., S > So where So is independent of 0.) 
Set 
2”k = ak + ek , k = 1,2,3. 
Assume that 1 clc 1 < 1, k = 1,2, 3. Set 
I 6 I = max (I 9 I , I l 2 I , I e3 I>. 
Consider the auxiliary function 
$A(.@ = i f p(& , X2) 2(Al++)z, 
Al’0 A,=0 
where p(h, , h,) are rational integers, not all zero, to be determined under 
the conditions 
q(4 m, n) = 0, 1 < I< Q, 1 < m < Q, 1 d n G Q, (2) 
where 
(L. and Q are large integers to be suitably chosen.) 
Eq. (2) is a set of Qs linear equations in (L + 1)” variables p(h, , ha). Set 
L = [(D(D + l))‘/” Q3/“] and notice that 
(L + 1)2 > Q3D(D + 1). 
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Consider a linear form from (2). Multiply it by a natural number < PLQ 
so that its coefficients are algebraic integers in R(ol, , ~1~ , c+J of degree at 
most D over R. (R denotes the field of rational numbers.) Repeat the same 
process for all others. The size of the coefficients of p(X, , A,) in these linear 
forms is 
< 2LQS5LQS5LQ < S11L.Q. 
By Lemma 1, there exist rational integers p(h, , A,) satisfying (2), not all 
zero, such that 
/ p(h, , A,)1 < 1 + (2(L + 1)2 PLQ) < PLQ 
for all (A, , A,) with 0 < A, < L, 0 G A, < L. 
Set 
(3) 
Q* = [4L2/3] + 1. Notice that Q* > Q. 
If 1 E 1 is sufficiently small, we claim that there exists a triple (l, m, n), 
max (/, m, n) < Q*, such that 
4K m, 4 f 0. 
If not, then 
4(L m, 4 = 0, 1 <lGQ*, 1 dm<Q*, 1 <n<Q*. 
For every triple (1, m, n) with max(Z, m, n) < Q*, we have 
I #J(Z + rn7r + nn2)l = I $(Z + rnn + nr2) - q(Z,m,n)l 
and 
I d<Z + mx + nr2) - q(z, m, 4 
= / go A$op(Al ) h2)2*1& + cl)-+Aal (Lx2 + E2)Aln+A~y013 + E3)Q 
1 a 
Now 
x % 
Apn+A.+t~ nlnf~2m-ta01A2n-tg~t~~t~~t~ 
012 123 
< 1 E 1 S2LQ*S=Q*SLQ*(3LQ&3LQ*)(2LQ*) 22LQ”22LQ*2LQ* 
= 18 / E [(LQ*)sS5LQ*25L@, 
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and so 
I &Z + mn + nv2) - g(1, m, n)l 
< (L + l)2 P2Lc2LQ* 1 E 1 1g(LQ*)3 S5Lc+2sLQ* < 1 E 1 ,!PLc’ (4) 
on using Q* > Q. 
In Lemma 2, set 
E(z) = w. 
Arrange (A, -I- A27r) log 2,0 Q h, , A2 < L as c+, , ~1~ ,..., o~,-r, m = (L + 1)“. 
Arrange (I + rnrr + mr2), 1 < I, m, n < Q* as &, , Is, ,..., /?*-I , s = Q*3. 
Set t = 1, r = st = Q*“. 
In the notation of Lemma 2, we have 
1 <h<5L,l <b<15Q*, 
a, >, & (see Mahler [2]), 
b, >, exp(-c, log Q*) (see Schneider [5], page 109), 
(Cl 9 c2 ,..., denote absolute positive constants >l, independent of D and s> 
A = (& I P@, 9 h2)l 3 1, 
E= max 
l~l,Ill,lI=GQ 
* ) $(I + m7r + ~27~“) 1 < I E I PeLo* 
Further we prove that 
Q*” 3 2(L + 1)” + 975LQ*. 
It is sufficient to have 
Q*3 2 8L2 + 975LQ*. 
It is enough to have the inequalities 
+Q*” > 8L2 and nQ*3 > 975LQ*, 
which are satisfied for large L. 
Hence by Lemma 2, we get 
A = mm3 ) p(;\, , &,)I < Q*3(4L)4” e62sL~*(16L~)4L2 
x (72 - 15Q* exp(c, log Q*))@ 1 E ] PLc*. 
Notice that 
164L’44L’Q*3e62bLQ* < LLp for large L. 
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so 
so 
A 9 L17sL* exp(c,Q*s log Q*)l E I PLo*, c2 = Cl + 2. 
c,Q*~ log Q* < 2 . 83 . c2 . L” log L. 
A < I E I exp (c3L2 log L + 18LQ* log S), c, = 173 + 2 * 89, . 
Assume that 
[ E 1 < exp (-c3L2 log L - 18LQ* logs) (5) 
We have A < 1 which implies that p(X, , h,) = 0 for all (h, , Xz) and this 
is not possible. 
We choose a triple (Z, , m, , no), max(Z, , m, , nO) = Q, , satisfying the 
following: 
(4 4V0 , m. , noI Z 0. 
(b) q(Z, m, n) = 0 for all (I, m, n), max (2, m, n) < Q, . 
(4 QI d Q*. 
Clearly 
QI > Q. 
Now we find an upper and lower bound for &lo + morr + noti). 
bwer boundfor $(I, + mom + nor2) 
Notice that q(Zo , m, , no) is a non-zero algebraic number of degree < D. 
The denominator A of q(Zo , m, , no) < PLQl. Further 
1 q(Zo , m, , no)] & (L + l)* S12LoSa’012L01 < Prol. 
Using I Norm Aq(l, , m, , no)1 2 I , we get 
I q(Zo , m, , no)1 >, S5L01D(S18L01)-D+* > (S23L01)-D. (6) 
From (4), (with Q* replaced by Q,), we have 
I +(Z, + man + nor’) - 4Uo, mop noI1 < I E I PLol. (7) 
Combining (6) and (7), we get 
1 f$(Z, + m,7r + n&j > (S23L01)-D - / E 1 PLol. (8) 
64x/6/4-2 
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Estimation for the upper bound of +(I0 + rnp + n,p2) 
Denote 
D(q) = max (/ + rnw + mr2), 
where the maximum is taken over all triples (Z, m, n) such that 1 < I < q, 
1 <m<q,l <n<q. 
Consider the integral 
1 
-I 
do3 
hi r:kl=5~(o,)loes (f; - I, + m,a + n07r2) 
x 
_’ + k + nn3 ” 
= 
mm;!;;<Q{i 
0 mar + nor21 
I-I (Z, + mo7r + no79 - I + m7T + n7r2) (z.m.n) 
max~t.m.nKQ, 
1 
X . 
Is (Z, + m17r + n,7r2 - Z + rnr + n7r2) 
(Z.m.n) 
(z,?tLn)#(zl.m~.nl) 
max(Z.m.a)<Ql 
And so 
W. + mar + non21 
1 
= % r:lcl~D(Ql)lOg~ 5 - IO f m O T  f nOT2 s 
Ml + mlm + n1+7 - 
(II + mlr + nlm2 - lo + MOT + no*) 
X 
,zLi (,O + 
m,fl+ n07r2 - Z -I- mv7 + n7r2) 
max(<m:n)<Ql 
rI 
1 
X 
(z.7n.n) (4 + rw + nl$ -Z+m7r+n7r2) 
max(Z.m.nKQ~ 
(z.m.n)#(zl.~.nl) 
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1. Estimation of 4(f) on 1 5 1 = 5D(Q3 log S. 
From (1) and (3), we have 
, #Q-J, < (L + 1)2~12L~22(5+5W)LD(4)logs < 5'375L01m 
(10) 
2. Estimation of 
(zs[II,) 1 I, + rn,vr f n,d - 1 + m77 + nd 5 J+ mu + nT2 1 --c (log fl-(ol-l)a. (11) 
rna&&)<O~ 
Icl==5D~oI)10gs 
3. Estimation of the integral in (9). 
From (10) and (ll), we get 
ISI (1. 2?r. 5D(QJlogS ’ 2?r 4Wl) 1% s p375LOl(log Q4014 
Now we approximate the sum on the R.H.S. of (9). 
4. Estimation of $(I + rnr + n$), max (Z, m, n) < Q, . 
Notice that q(Z, m, n) = 0, and so from (7), we have 
I c$(l + m7r + nn2)I < [ E [ PsLol 
5. Estimation for 
(12) 
(13) 
n / I, + rn,r + nOrr2 - I + m7r + n7r2 I 
(z.ln,n) 
max(z.m.nliOl 
< (2D(Q1))” = (2(1 + n- + n2) Ql)O1”. (14) 
6. From Mahler’s work (see [2] and [5], page 109), it follows that for 
integers 1, m, n, not all zero, with ] I /, I m 1, I n 1 < Q, I 1 + mm + nr2 1 > 
exp (-cI log QI), where c, is an absolute constant. So the denominator 
of each term of the sum on the R.H.S. of (9) exceeds 
exp(--clQ13 log Ql>. (15) 
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7. Estimation for the sum on the R.H.S. of (9). 
From (13), (14) and (15), we get 
I C I < I 6 I QlsS13L01 exp(c,Q,3 log Q3 * (2(1 + T + ~3 Q3@ 
< ( E ( PELQ1 exp(c5Q13 1% Q3, 
where cg = c, + c4 , c4 = 4 i- log 30. 
8. Estimation for #(lo 4 m,rr f n,,d). 
From (9), (12) and (15), we get 
I W. + mar + f-w4 
-c 2 P75LQ1 (log s)-(01-1)3 -j- I E I S1sLor exp(c,Q,3 log Q3. (17) 
Final step 
If I E ( is sufficiently small, we shall show that the upper and the lower 
bound for #I, + rng + n,d) are inconsistent i.e., from (8) and (17), we 
shall show that 
> 3 2?‘6L01 (log S)-tQl-l)s + [ E / S18LoX exp(c,Q,s log Qr), 
i.e., it is enough to show that 
1 > ,pLQl (log s)-% + 1 E 1 S”lLol + I E I ?PLQ1 exp(c,Q,’ log Q3, 
where u, = 376 + 230 (ul, us, u, ,..., denote constants depending on D), 
i.e., 
(log s) @la > ,!PLel(l + 2 ( E [ exp(q,Q: log Q&log @la). 
Assume that 
1 E 1 < 4 exp(-c,Q: log Qa(log s)-G/8. 
So it is enough to have 
(log s> 0:/s > 2pLQ1, 
i.e., 
W3) 
y log log S > log 2 + u&Q1 log S. 
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Setting u2 = 924, and using log 2 < 1, it is sufficient to have 
Q13 log log S > u&Q1 log S. 
Denote ug = (D(D + l))1/2. 
Using Q, > Q, it suffices to have e 
Q:‘” > u,u, log S/log log S. 
Set 
(19) 
Since QI > Q, Q, > Q + 1 > ((uzuJ2 (log S)2/(log log S)2) which implies 
that (19) is satisfied. Hence from (5) and (is), we conclude that either 
/ E / > exp(-c,12 log L - 18LQ* log S) 
or 
Now 
1 E / > + exp(-c,Q13 log Q,)(log S)-‘:@. 
Q, < Q* ,( 8L2i3 < 8u2,f3Q < SU;U;/~ (log S)2/(log log S)2 
logQ,<3+210gu2+#logu3+210glogS 
< 3 log 2.42 + + log I.&J + 2 log log s, 
since log uz > 3. Further 
exp ( 
Q13 -c,Q13 log Q, - 8 log log S 
) 
> exp (-8’~3%33 tl~~~o~~j6 ((1 + 2~3 log log S + 3~5 log u2 
Note that 
u1 = 376 + 230 < 4000, u2 < 9 - 4000 = 36000, u,ddD 
and further u2 > 9.230 > u3. 
Notice that log u2 < 10 + log D. Set c6 = 1 -I- 62c,. 
Using the above inequalities, we have 
exp ( -csQ1” log QI - y log log s) 
> exp 
213 - (60)12 - D14(log S)6 
- (log log sy 
(c6 IO@, log s + 6c, log D)). 
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Note that 
Set 
c, log log S + 6c, log D < 12c,c, log(3D) log log S. 
We have 
c, = 213 - (60)= * 12c,c, . 
exp ( --ciiQl’ log QI - y log log S) > exp ( -c7D~l$~$$og S)’ ). 
Now 
Lz log L < 83u~6u,a(log S16 
’ (log log S)S 
(9 log 2.42 + 3 log log S) 
< 102 . g3 - uz6 * u,“(log Q log(3D) 
. (log log S)5 
~ csD14 log(3D)(log S)6 , 
(log log S)5 
where 
Further note that 
c6 = 102 * (60)12 - 213. GO> 
c,D14(log S)6 
LQ* log S G (log log s)5 . (21) 
From (21) and (20), we have 
exp(-c31a log L - 18LQ* log S) > exp ( -cloD~~o~~$$log SY ). 
Hence for S 2 So (where So is independent of D), we have 
ICI >ew(- cllD14 log(3D)(log S)6 (log log sy 1 * 
Let T(D, S) denote min(&, ) 2mk - ollc 1) where the minimum is taken 
over all triplets (01~ , 0~~ , a3) of algebraic numbers satisfying: (1) the size of 
CQ , 01~ , cz3 < S, (2) the degree of the field generated by q , 01~ , 01~ over 
the field of rational numbers do not exceed D. Then 
Therefore 
W, S + So) < T(D, S). 
T(D, s> > ev ( --c12D14 1ogW o$~~~3~&, ). 
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Using the inequality S(a) < (d + 1) H(a) where 01 is an algebraic number 
of degree d d, we have 
> exp 
(log(60DH))6 
-cl,D’4 1og(3D) (log ]@j()DH))S ’ 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
4. REMARKS 
(i) A positive lower bound for our theorem can be determined even 
without using Lemma 2. We shall proceed as follows: First impose the 
following restriction on 01~ 
pa n = 1 l,lml <L,jnI <Limplies(m,n)=(O,O). 
This restriction on 01~ will ensure the existence of a triple 
(4 m, 4, Q < ma44 m, 4 G (L + 112, 
such that q(1, m, n) # 0 and proceed as in the theorem. The other possi- 
bility can easily be disposed of. The bound, obtained in this way, is 
(3D)- c~B~log~60DH))‘s/~loglog~60D~~~‘7 
which is quite weak. 
(ii) Let t be a transcendental number. Assume that, for every triple 
(1, m, n) of integers, not all zero, j 1 I, 1 m 1, I n I < q, 
I I + mt + nt2 I > exp(--F(q)), 
where F(q) is any increasing real valued function of q with 
lglyq) = 00. 
Then a similar bound (as stated in the theorem) may be obtained for 
& I FL - a76 I . 
Further the number 2 can be replaced by any algebraic number # 0, 1. 
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In particular, the above remark holds for t = e, t = &, where LX, /? 
algebraic, 01 # 0, 1 and p irrational, t = log or/log 8, where CL, /3 algebraic 
and log a/log p irrational. 
(iii) Let CII, /I, y be non-zero algebraic numbers such that log 01, log B, 
logy are linearly independent over the rationals. Consider the auxiliary 
function 
&) = Ai, Aiop(A, , A,) e(A1+A210g 6’10gy)z, 
1 2= 
where 8 algebraic and log a/log y irrational. In place of the points 
1 + m?r + n9, consider the points 1 log gu + m log j3 + n log y. Then a 
similar bound (as stated in the theorem) can be obtained for 
I ( exp log~g:Og~)-at)+Iexp(log~~tog6)-aI/ 
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